
Housing Advisory Board 

June 27, 2022 Minutes 

Meeting held at the Meyera E. Oberndorf Central Library, Central Folio Meeting Room, 

4100 Virginia Beach Blvd., Virginia Beach, Virginia 23452. 

Board Present: Ann Crenshaw, Jackie Feagin, Jessica Guglielmo, Councilmember John Moss, 

Carolyn Smith, and Albert “Don” Weeks. 

Board Absent: Philip Kazmierczak, Lawrence “Duff” Kliewer Jr., Thomas “Chris” McKee, and 

Fay Silverman. 

Staff Present: Victoria Eisenberg, City Attorney’s Office; Ruth Hill, Karen Prochilo, Jill Rinaldo, 

and Sharon Shoff, DHNP; Hank Morrison and Mark Shea, Planning and Community 

Development.  

Attendees Present:  Paul Grossman, Cape Charles Councilmember, and Terry Stevens. 

Executive Summary of Meeting 

The meeting was called to order by Ann Crenshaw at 3:01 p.m.  Presentations were prioritized on the 

agenda. 

Actions Taken by the Board 

• The Minutes from the March 21, 2022 & April 18, 2022 meetings were approved.

• Maximum Affordable Rents & Sales Prices of Workforce Housing Units were approved.

Guest Presentation 

• Work Force Housing – Eastern Shore Virginia

Staff Updates/Presentations 

• Comprehensive Planning Update

Next Meeting Date 

August 15, 2022 - 3:00 p.m. - Meyera E. Oberndorf Central Library, Central Folio Meeting Room 

Detailed Minutes of Meeting 

Ann Crenshaw called the meeting to order. In anticipation of a quorum, presentations were prioritized 

to give delayed Board members ample time to arrive. 

Guest Presentation:  Work Force Housing – Eastern Shore Virginia 

Paul Grossman, Cape Charles Councilmember, presented “Work Force Housing – Eastern Shore 

Virginia” (see attached). Councilmember Grossman, an academic scholar and retired nuclear power 

engineer, retired to Cape Charles where he then became an advocate for Work Force Housing on 

their Council, Northampton County EDA, and the Eastern Shore Housing Coalition. Key thoughts 

shared during the presentation were: 

• The Eastern Shore could benefit from a centrally located organization to provide guidance on

economic development and housing.

• As Cape Charles grows and becomes more of a tourist destination, some homeowners have begun

to take advantage of accessory dwelling ordinances to offer as short-term rentals which
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has nearly eliminated existing affordable housing for essential workers. The lack of housing then 

forces  workers to move to more affordable towns. This ripple effect then continues on to Main 

Street businesses who have to reduce store hours due to lack of staffing.   

• Coucilmember Grossman is happy about the positive progress they have made in recent years 

and continues to meet with stakeholders to learn how to incentivize development of more 

affordable housing and improve life for all in Cape Charles.  
 

Discussion after Presentation 

• Ruth Hill stated DHNP will be interested to read the results of the two studies referenced in the 

presentation once they are made public on Cape Charles’ website. 

• Councilmember Grossman, in response to Karen Prochilo’s question of who performed the 

studies, advised M&L Associates and EPR, PC did the ES of VA Regional Housing Study. He 

also pointed that the lack of business participation in that study was disappointing. The Berkley 

Group did the Overcoming Lane Use Ordinance Barriers to Housing Development study as an 

extension of the Northampton County study.  

• Don Weeks complimented Councilmember Grossman on his impressive resume and his efforts 

on behalf of Cape Charles thus far.  He then asked what feedback they got from their meetings 

with developers. 

➢ Councilmember Grossman said developers that attended gave very little feedback and 

seemed to have attended more out of curiosity than for any opportunities offered.  He added 

that developers are booking projects out for 2 or more years in the future.   

• Councilmember Grossman, in response to Jessica Guglielmo’s question about housing need, said 

rental housing was in greater need than owner housing.  He said renters are cost burdened at much 

higher AMI levels as housing availability squeezes them out of the market. 
 

[Councilmember Moss arrived at 3:30 pm and conveyed his regrets to Councilmember Grossman  

for missing his presentation.] 
 

Minutes 

The March 21, 2022, and April 18, 2022, meeting Minutes were provided to the Board via email for 

review prior to the meeting. Don Weeks made a motion to approve the Minutes. Jackie Feagin  

seconded the motion. All Board members in attendance unanimously approved the motion and the 

March and April Minutes were accepted as written.   

 

Establishment of Maximum Affordable Rents and Sales Prices of Workforce Housing Units  

Karen Prochilo referenced the Maximum Affordable Sales Prices for Workforce Housing Units and 

the Workforce Housing Program Income Guidelines and Maximum Affordable Rents, both effective 

April 18, 2022, that were displayed on the screen during the meeting (see attached). Karen advised 

that HUD had increased the AMI since the last vote.  Karen then demonstrated how it affected the 

various calculations in the charts displayed. (See below for discussion before votes.)  John Moss made 

a motion to approve the Workforce Housing Program Maximum Affordable Sales Prices as 

acceptable. Don Weeks seconded the motion. John Moss made a motion to approve the Workforce 

Housing Program Maximum Affordable Rent Prices as acceptable. Jessica Guglielmo seconded the 

motion. All Board members in attendance unanimously approved the motions. 

 

Vote Discussion 

• Councilmember Moss said interest rates are radically increasing and noted they are higher than 

those referenced on the charts.  He suggested being agile and reviewing the numbers more 

frequently. Councilmember Moss also said it’s important to be dynamic, assessing what is 

realistic in the current market and identifying any gaps that need addressing. He believes it is also 

important to accurately convey how and why the market is shrinking (LIHTC depreciation, lack 
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of available land, building costs, interest rates, etc.).  Councilmember Moss pondered if there 

were any City land that could be used for affordable housing development, perhaps vacant school 

properties.  He said it would be helpful to have more information on ways to incentivize 

developers who are hesitant to build in the current market. 

➢ Karen Prochilo responded that the Board is required to review Rent and Sales Prices twice 

per year, however, the figures can be reevaluated at any time especially if a new project is 

proposed. Karen also shared that Sharon Shoff is assembling  a “Tool Box” of available 

resources. 

➢ Ann Crenshaw advised that she has had two commercial real estate clients that have backed 

out of their projects because of building costs and interest rates.  

➢ Councilmember Moss shared a notable dataset is that workforce residents and single head of 

household families, those earning $45,000 to $65,000, are unable to purchase homes with 

increasing interest rates and they struggle to find rentals since existing rental stock is priced 

at premium market rate. Councilmember Moss said basically if earnings are not in the upper 

20% of income in the nation, then they are not in a position to buy a home in the current 

market.  

➢ Ann Crenshaw said a Board member who works with the Franklin Johnston Group shared 

there is significant concern about eviction rates when government sponsored rental assistance 

programs no longer exist.  Ann suggested the situation be closely monitored.  

➢ Jessica Guglielmo concurred stating the eviction tide is imminent. 

➢ Councilmember Moss advised that he recently learned there were a number of homes near 

Birdneck on Prosperity Road that the military could not fill, that are privatized, and being 

rented to teachers.  He question if Karen Prochilo was aware of the situation and if she had 

any information on the rents.  Karen advised she was not aware and would look into it. She 

was surprised considering the amount of military in VB that there would be any vacancies. 
 

Staff Update/Presentation:  Comprehensive Planning Update 

Mark Shea and Hank Morrison, the new coordinator for the Comprehensive Plan, jointly updated the 

Board with the attached presentation. They also referenced Work Program Architects’ (WPA) Public 

Input and Focus Group Synthesis Report and citizen engagement survey questions, also attached. 

Mark said they anticipate drafting a pattern book/tool kit document that would be similar to Norfolk’s 

pattern book since it will be done by the same company.  He advised the terminology is changing as 

the Comprehensive Plan’s “Guidelines” can be confusing and a “Pattern Book” is more easily 

understood, includes visuals, and is for suggestion purposes, not mandated.  A goal is to help builders 

understand what communities prefer or would find acceptable and to show citizens fresh ideas of 

what is possible in commercial areas.  Better neighborhood connectivity, transportation, and 

stormwater upgrades will also be addressed. Mark said they are presenting to this Board as housing 

could be involved if rezoning were to take place. Hank added they would welcome a liaison from the 

HAB for the Housing Chapter of the Comprehensive Plan. Hank also requested the Board participate 

in the Comprehensive Plan Survey that is online. 
 

Discussion after Presentation 

• Councilmember Moss stated VB already has a pattern book. He said Council will not dictate the 

specifics of what can be built and will not institute an Architectural Review Board or a Housing 

Authority.  Councilmember Moss also cautioned that in previous target areas when the City has 

invested money in infrastructure, it ultimately raised the land value higher than the house. In the 

short term it was more affordable, but later they found developers came in and tore down the 

affordable housing to build luxury homes defeating the affordability.  For this reason, policy 

development at this early stage is critical to maintain affordable housing in the long term.  On a 

side note, Councilmember Moss shared that IT & GIS have partnered and there is now online 

census tract-based mapping where you can see the ten (10) new council districts and drill down 
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into data for each.  Mark Shea responded that he would like to link that data to the Comp Plan’s 

site.  

• Karen Prochilo said DHNP & the HAB have previously worked on the Housing Chapter of the 

Comp Plan for the Story Map and if needed they can do an update again. 

• Ann Crenshaw said pattern books and certain regulations can have a negative effect when what 

is done doesn’t match the book and then multiple reviews become necessary, driving up costs.  

Ann reminisced of the early years when the process allowed for negotiations, more creativity, 

and was not slowed by red tape.  She hoped there would be a more interactive process in the 

future. 

• Councilmember Moss said understanding the costs drivers of development (i.e., stormwater 

requirements) and incentives such as teardown/rebuild incentives, free permits, or abatement of 

taxes for a time period and finding out parties who are interested in this type of development 

could bridge important gaps in affordability. 

• Mark Shea in response to Jackie Feagin’s question of survey participation, said slightly over 3000 

people responded which is significantly more participation than in person surveys tend to have. 

Virtual input makes participation less time consuming and easier and adds the ability to track by 

zip code.  He noted a popular question response was protecting the natural beauty of the area. 

• Councilmember Moss said he appreciates everyone’s hard work going above and beyond their 

regular jobs. He believes affordable housing is one of the hardest problems to solve. 

Councilmember Moss then suggested adding a school board representative, perhaps Melissa 

Chiemente, to the Board may be worth consideration. He also invited the HAB to report to 

Council in the near future.  
 

Public Comment 

Terry Stevens said she attended the meeting because she is interested in applying to be on the Board.  
 

Action Items 

• Revisit Story Map on next agenda. 

• Discuss invitation to present to Council. 

• Monitor rental eviction rates. 

• Discussion to designate a HAB liaison for Housing Chapter of Comprehensive Plan. 

 

 

Next Meeting Date 

August 15, 2022 - 3:00 p.m. - Meyera E. Oberndorf Central Library, Central Folio Meeting Room 

 

The meeting adjourned at 4:35 p.m. 
 

 

 

Jill Rinaldo 

Recording Secretary 
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MAXIMUM AFFORDABLE SALES PRICES FOR WORKFORCE HOUSING UNITS 

(Effective April 18, 2022) 

 

OPTION 1: WITHOUT CONDO FEES & WITH MORTGAGE INSURANCE PREMIUM 

 

OPTION 2: WITH CONDO FEES & MORTGAGE INSURANCE PREMIUM 

 

The following charts contain the maximum affordable sales prices (Discounted Sales Price) for Workforce Housing units, using a range of interest 

rates from 4.0% to 5.0%, for each of the above options.  Included with the sales prices are the Workforce Housing Income Guidelines the sales 

prices are based upon.  The following charts illustrate the maximum affordable sales price for each household size at a specific area median income 

and are based on the variables noted on the chart (i.e. tax and insurance rates, housing ratio and condo fee if applicable). 
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Option 1A – Max. Affordable Sales Prices for Work Force Units Without Condo Fees & With MIP (5% Interest) 
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Option 1B – Max. Affordable Sales Prices for Work Force Units Without Condo Fees & With MIP (4.5% Interest) 
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Option 1C – Max. Affordable Sales Prices for Work Force Units Without Condo Fees & With MIP (4% Interest) 
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Option 2A – Max. Affordable Sales Prices for Work Force Units With Condo Fees & With MIP (5% Interest) 
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Option 2B – Max. Affordable Sales Prices for Work Force Units With Condo Fees & With MIP (4.5% Interest) 
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1 2 3 4 5 6 7 80.7 0.8 0.9 1 1.08 1.16 1.24 1.32

40% Income Limit $26,180 $29,920 $33,660 $37,400 $40,392 $43,384 $46,376 $49,368

50% Income Limit $32,725 $37,400 $42,075 $46,750 $50,490 $54,230 $57,970 $61,710

60% Income Limit $39,270 $44,880 $50,490 $56,100 $60,588 $65,076 $69,564 $74,052

70% Income Limit $45,815 $52,360 $58,905 $65,450 $70,686 $75,922 $81,158 $86,394

80% Income Limit $52,360 $59,840 $67,320 $74,800 $80,784 $86,768 $92,752 $98,736

90% Income Limit $58,905 $67,320 $75,735 $84,150 $90,882 $97,614 $104,346 $111,078

100% Income Limit $65,450 $74,800 $84,150 $93,500 $100,980 $108,460 $115,940 $123,420

 

Household 

Income
Efficiency 1 Bedroom 2 Bedroom 3 Bedroom 4 Bedroom

40% AMI $655 $748 $842 $1,010 $1,085  

50% AMI $818 $935 $1,052 $1,262 $1,356

60% AMI $982 $1,122 $1,262 $1,515 $1,627

70% AMI $1,145 $1,309 $1,473 $1,767 $1,898

80% AMI $1,309 $1,496 $1,683 $2,020 $2,169

90% AMI $1,473 $1,683 $1,893 $2,272 $2,440

100% AMI $1,636 $1,870 $2,104 $2,525 $2,712

X:\Global Files\HAB-WFH\Rents\CURRENT RENTS\20220418-HNP-HD-WFHMaximumAffordableRents-CHA.xlsx

CITY OF VIRGINIA BEACH WORKFORCE HOUSING PROGRAM

MAXIMUM AFFORDABLE  RENTS

April 18, 2022

# Persons in Household  

Effective April 18, 2022

INCOME GUIDELINES AND

Max. Affordable Monthly Rent* (includes tenant-paid utility allowance)

Factor for # Persons

Workforce Housing Income Guidelines Effective April 18, 2022

*All tenant-paid utilities (not to include cable television, internet or telephone service) must be deducted from the above rent.  

Developers/Property Managers may use the Department of Housing and Neighborhood Preservation Section 8 Utility 

Allowance Chart, or obtain a letter from the local utility company in order to establish the average monthly utility allowance.

NOTE : PURSUANT TO SECTION 16-54 OF THE CITY CODE, RENTAL PRICES IN EXCESS OF THOSE ESTABLISHED BY THE 

WORKFORCE HOUSING ADVISORY BOARD, AS NOTED ABOVE, SHALL BE ALLOWED IF SUCH PRICES ARE CONSISTENT WITH THE 

REQUIREMENT OF AFFORDABLE HOUSING FUNDING SOURCES AND ARE APPROVED BY THE DIRECTOR OF THE DEPARTMENT 

OF HOUSING AND NEIGHBORHOOD PRESERVATION.     

Area Median Income (AMI)                              

Factors used in the calculation of rents:

Housing Ratio = 30% 

Occupancy Standard of 1.5 Persons per Bedroom (similar to Housing Tax Credits)
 

While the 4-person AMI is 
established annually by HUD, 
the  Max. Affordable Monthly 
Rents are established semi-
annually by the Workforce 
Housing Advisory Board (April 
& October).  Unless the Board 
changes the formula for 
calculating  the rents, the rents  
typically will not change in 
October.

Area Median Income (AMI) for a household of 4 as established 



$93,500

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 SEE NEXT TAB FOR CONDENSED CHART OF RENTS

Factor 0.7 0.8 0.9 1 1.08 1.16 1.24 1.32

40% Income Limit $26,180 $29,920 $33,660 $37,400 $40,392 $43,384 $46,376 $49,368

50% Income Limit $32,725 $37,400 $42,075 $46,750 $50,490 $54,230 $57,970 $61,710

60% Income Limit $39,270 $44,880 $50,490 $56,100 $60,588 $65,076 $69,564 $74,052  

70% Income Limit $45,815 $52,360 $58,905 $65,450 $70,686 $75,922 $81,158 $86,394

80% Income Limit $52,360 $59,840 $67,320 $74,800 $80,784 $86,768 $92,752 $98,736   

90% Income Limit $58,905 $67,320 $75,735 $84,150 $90,882 $97,614 $104,346 $111,078

100% Income Limit $65,450 $74,800 $84,150 $93,500 $100,980 $108,460 $115,940 $123,420  

 

40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

Maximum Rent for a Household of 4 of AMI of AMI of AMI of AMI of AMI of AMI of AMI

Income Limit $37,400 $46,750 $56,100 $65,450 $74,800 $84,150 $93,500  

Percent of Income Toward Rent 30% 30% 30% 30% 30% 30% 30%

Maximum Annual Rent $11,220 $14,025 $16,830 $19,635 $22,440 $25,245 $28,050

Maximum Monthly Rent $935 $1,169 $1,403 $1,636 $1,870 $2,104 $2,337.50

Using an Occupancy Standard of 1.5 Persons Per Bedroom (similar to Housing Tax Credit Program)

 

Occupancy 40% % Income 40% 50% % Income 50%  

No. Occupants Standard Income Toward Maximum Income Toward Maximum

Bedrooms per BR per Unit Limit Rent Rent  Limit Rent Rent

0 0.75 1.0 $26,180 30% $655 $32,725 30% $818  

1 1.5 2.0 $29,920 30% $748 $37,400 30% $935

2 1.5 3.0 $33,660 30% $842 $42,075 30% $1,052

3 1.5 5.0 $40,392 30% $1,010 $50,490 30% $1,262

4 1.5 6.0 $43,384 30% $1,085 $54,230 30% $1,356

Occupancy 60% % Income 60% 70% % Income 70% 80% % Income 80%

No. Occupants Standard Income Toward Maximum Income Toward Maximum Income Toward Maximum

Bedrooms per BR per Unit Limit Rent Rent Limit Rent Rent Limit Rent Rent

0 0.75 1.0 $39,270 30% $982 $45,815 30% $1,145 $52,360 30% $1,309

1 1.5 2.0 $44,880 30% $1,122 $52,360 30% $1,309 $59,840 30% $1,496

2 1.5 3.0 $50,490 30% $1,262 $58,905 30% $1,473 $67,320 30% $1,683

3 1.5 5.0 $60,588 30% $1,515 $70,686 30% $1,767 $80,784 30% $2,020

4 1.5 6.0 $65,076 30% $1,627 $75,922 30% $1,898 $86,768 30% $2,169

Occupancy 90% % Income 90% 100% % Income 100%

No. Occupants Standard Income Toward Maximum Income Toward Maximum

Bedrooms per BR per Unit Limit Rent Rent Limit Rent Rent

0 0.75 1.0 $58,905 30% $1,473 $65,450 30% $1,636

1 1.5 2.0 $67,320 30% $1,683 $74,800 30% $1,870

2 1.5 3.0 $75,735 30% $1,893 $84,150 30% $2,104

3 1.5 5.0 $90,882 30% $2,272 $100,980 30% $2,525

4 1.5 6.0 $97,614 30% $2,440 $108,460 30% $2,712

Number in Household

HUD  2022  4-Person AMI  (100%) Effective 4/18/22:

City of Virginia Beach Workforce Housing Rental Program

When updating AMI, just change the 
value for a household of 4 at 100% 
AMI.  All other values will 
automatically update.



WORK FORCE HOUSING
EASTERN SHORE VIRGINIA

Paul Grossman

Councilman, Cape Charles

Northampton County EDA

ES Housing Coalition

June 27, 2022



Accomack 
County

Northampton 
County

Town of 
Cape 
Charles

Population 
2020

33,413 12,282 1,178

ACS 
Median 
Household 
Income 
2020

$46,178 $50,819 $55,105
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Major Employers – Eastern Shore VA
Accomack County Northampton County Town of Cape Charles #

Perdue Products Northampton County Schools Coastal Precast Concrete 169

Tysons Farms Northampton County Gov’t Bay Creek Resort & Club 80

Accomack County Schools Chesapeake Bay Bridge Tunnel Cape Charles Town Gov’t 32

Accomack County Gov’t The Citadel (nursing home) U.S. Coast Guard 31

Nat’l Aeronautics & Space 
Administration

Food Lion Shanty Restaurant 30

Walmart

ES Rural Health System

Riverside Hospital

Eastern Shore Community 
College
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Major Impediments for WF Housing on ES

•Rural environment/ zoning restrictions

•Declining population (except Cape Charles)

•Lack of single driving force behind housing

•Lack of Infrastructure

•Lack of developers/construction trades

•Financing
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Major Impediments for WF Housing on ES 
(continued)
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Positive Steps taken to Address WF Housing

•Attention in PC and BOS ranks
•ES of Virginia Regional Housing Study (completed March 

2022) 

•Study: Overcoming Land Use Ordinance Barriers to 
Housing Development, Northampton County and six 
towns (just completed 2022)

•ESVA Housing Coalition – quarterly meetings and 
delegation sent to Richmond (visit agencies and hold  
open house)
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Positive Steps taken to Address WF Housing 
(continued)

• Rep. E Lauria ES housing actions
• Reinstating USDA office housing specialist
• $500,000 award for second phase of the Legacy Development 

Project at New Road, in Exmore
• $3 million award for Exmore sewage collection system
• $3 million to bring sewer service to Wachapreague (HRSD)
• Hosted housing forum and tour for developers (included VH and 

DHCD) May 2022

• Addressing Infrastructure needs – HRSD taking over large 
segment of ES and will be connecting Exmore through to 
Onancock
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Positive Steps taken to Address WF Housing 
(continued)

•Recent Developers 
•Purchase of 11 acres in Cape Charles for WF 

housing
•Rt. 13 inn conversion to long term rentals
• Interest in Canonie Atlantic RR property

•Northampton County housing coordinator budgeted

• Subcommittee on housing: Northampton EDA
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Questions?

Contact Information

Paul Grossman

grossman51@aol.com

804-499-0118
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Comprehensive Planning Update 
VB Housing Advisory Board 

Mark Shea, AICP, Comprehensive Planning Coordinator

Hank Morrison, AICP, CZA, Comprehensive Planner III

June 27, 2022
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VB Commercial Area Pattern Book

Bow Creek Neighborhood 
Resiliency Guidelines

2



Schedule

• Civic League/Commission Briefings – Fall 2021/Winter 2022

• Kick Off Public Meeting – Winter 2022

• Initial Focus Group Meetings – Winter 2022

• Combined Focus Group Meeting – June 2022

• Public Meeting on Draft Concepts – June 30, 2022

• Combined Focus Group Meeting on Draft documents – July 2022

• Public Meeting on Draft documents – July 2022

• Public Hearing Process – Fall, 2022

3
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2023 VB Comprehensive Plan
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What is a Comprehensive Plan?

7

• A vision for the future

• Guides City departmental strategic 
goals and policy

• Basis for land use decisions/growth 
management

• Guides our physical appearance

• Allows for accountable 
implementation



Virginia Beach’s 2016 Comprehensive Plan
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Subject Areas with Planning 
Commission Advisors (from 2020)

• Land Use (Urban/Suburban) - Dee Oliver

• Land Use (Transition/Rural) - Donald Horsley

• Military - Jack Wall

• Transportation - David Weiner

• Environmental - Jack Wall, David Redmond

• Historic/Cultural Resources - John Coston

• Housing - Robyn Klein, John Coston

• Economic Vitality - David Redmond

• City Services - George Alcaraz

• Public Input - Dee Oliver, David Weiner
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2022 Existing Conditions Report
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2022 Existing Conditions Report
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Next Steps

• Summer 2022 - Complete Public Input 

• Fall 2022 - Interdepartmental outreach to organize public meetings 

and further organize outline of the plan. 

• Late Fall 2022, Early Winter 2023 - Public Meetings to obtain input on 

existing conditions/existing policy 
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For More Information:

Contact:

Mark Shea, Comprehensive Planning Coordinator Meshea@vbgov.com

Hank Morrison, AICP, Comprehensive Planner III Jmorrison@vbgov.com
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THE CITY OF VIRGINIA BEACH

May 2022

Virginia Beach Commercial Area Pattern Book & Flood Resilience Toolkit 
Public Input and Focus Group Synthesis Report



CITY OF VIRGINIA BEACH

PUBLIC INPUT & FOCUS GROUP SYNTHESIS REPORT
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WHAT ARE WE DOING?
The City of Virginia Beach Department of Planning & Community Development has retained Work Program 
Architects (WPA) to assist with this project. This research will focus on the primary study area of Bow Creek as a 
prototypical case study to develop guidelines which will be applicable across the SGA and Suburban-transition 
areas mapped on page 3. The results of this research will be developed in the form of two deliverables

1. Bow Creek Area Flood Resiliency Toolkit
This document will provide guidance, flood resiliency strategies and best practices for residents of existing 
homes in the Bow Creek area and be applicable to similar neighborhoods. Opportunities for integrating 
stormwater management facilities will be identified while simultaneously addressing flood mitigation, 
passive and active recreation, beautification, neighborhood accessibility and connectivity. It will illustrate 
streetscape design concepts that support and enhance vehicular and non-vehicular transportation. The 
primary goal of this toolkit is to promote community resiliency and adapt to the changing environment by 
supporting sustainability while improving the overall health, safety, and welfare of the community.

2. Suburban / SGA Business Area Pattern Book
This pattern book will identify neighborhood compatibility strategies and develop design concepts based 
on community patterns, market trends, and community vision. It will provide a step-by-step guide and 
implementation strategies to commercial site redevelopment for phased demolition and construction 
that includes public outreach and recommend appropriate regulatory approaches to commercial 
redevelopment. It will explore placemaking elements in the form of signage, public arts and wayfinding, 
etc. Finally, this document will draft typical illustrations for improving pedestrian connectivity and 
accessibility between commercial and residential areas. 

To begin this process, the team first needed to meet with those 
most affected by the pattern book in order to understand their 
vision for the transformation of nearby commercial areas for the 
future. It was important to talk with users of every level which 
include:
• Property owners
• Residents
• Business owners
• City of Virginia Beach staff in various departments including 

those working on the new Bow Creek Resilience Park

To address the varying availability and size of each of these constituencies, a multi-day, multi-part 
engagement process was developed:

City of Virginia Beach Department of Planning staff presented the goals and objectives of the project, 
introduced the WPA team as consultants and explained their roles and indicated an outline of the scope 
and timeline for completing this effort. This was part of multiple meetings incorporating Civic Leagues 
from neighborhoods in Princess Anne and Thalia as well as a briefing to the Virginia Beach Vision group.  
Presentations by staff were also made to the Housing Advisory Committee, the Bicycle/Trails Advisory 
Committee and Virginia Beach Planning Commission. 

COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT OVERVIEW

Website provided by the City of Virginia Beach specifically for this project 
to be updated as it progresses
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PUBLIC INPUT MEETINGS
Public Information Meeting - February 23, 2022
The first formal public information meeting was held the evening of Wednesday, February 23rd at the Meyera 
E. Oberndorf Central Library and was an opportunity for City Staff and the WPA team to brief members of the 
public about the scope of the project, previous experience in drafting similar guidelines and pattern books. 
Members of the community were encouraged and instructed how to join upcoming focus group meetings in 
order to gather further valuable information from the residents and business owners. 
 
A short, Q&A session was held which primarily addressed questions regarding clarification of the scope and 
purpose of the project as well as addressing immediate concerns and inaccurate information about the details 
of the project which had been spread through social media posts. Participants both online and in person 
were given the opportunity to provide feedback in the form of a survey with questions posed during the 
presentation as well as volunteer to be members of the future focus groups.

Focus Group #1 Meeting - March 24, 2022
Several members of the Bow Creek residential community, business owners, planning commission members, 
staff from various departments within the City of Virginia Beach and members of the WPA project team met 
as a group at the Virginia Beach Planning and Community Development office building on the evening of 
Thursday March 24th. During a presentation from the team explaining the project, the seven focus group 
members and two planning commissioners participated in an open dialogue focusing on existing conditions 
within the primary study area in Bow Creek, key aspects of how the group viewed connections to the 
surrounding commercial areas and future development within them. The group also discussed different types 
of resiliency and steps that can be taken to mitigate flooding.

Focus Group #2 Meeting - March 31, 2022
Civic league members, planning commission members, members of the business community, along with 
staff from the City of Virginia Beach met with the WPA team on the evening of Thursday March 31st as the 
second focus group assembled for this project.  The primary focus of this group was the Suburban and SGA 
business area and developing a pattern book for future development and growth in these areas. During a 
short presentation and open discussion, the WPA team explained how aspects of previous pattern books were 
developed and implemented in other areas similar to the ones being focused on for this project. The four 
focus group members, including business and property owners, and two planning commissioners participated 
in a dialogue and Q&A for just over an hour talking about their experiences and visions for these areas as well 
as what they’d like to see in the updated guidelines.

Summary
This document is a summary of the findings from these sessions and will be used to guide the team towards 
developing the project deliverables.  Please note that this record is a compilation of the notes taken during 
the public meetings and is intended to serve solely as such. Statements were recorded and will be reported as 
they were made; the accuracy of statements made has not been verified by the project team.
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Public Meeting
City of Virginia Beach Staff and the WPA team held a hybrid (both in-person and on-line) public meeting on February 23, 
2022 at the City of Virginia Beach public library which was open to everyone in the public. This introductory meeting 
began with a short presentation explaining the project scope and process as well as WPA’s previous experience in creating 
similar guidelines and pattern books. The presentation incorporated several questions for participants that were then 
able to either submit responses online or with forms provided by city staff. These responses were later recorded and will 
be summarized further in this report. Their were 35 people who attended the meeting in person along with approximately 
30 users participating over the live-stream.

The questions asked of the group were:
1. What types of places would you like your neighborhood to be connected to?
2. Visual Question: If the shopping center nearest your neighborhood were to change to look like one of the following images, 

which do you think would best compliment your neighborhood?
3. Visual Question: Would you like the storm water from commercial properties and streets stored:
4. Visual Question: If efforts were made to provide more means of multi-modal transportation/recreation, which would you 

utilize more often?
5. What concerns do you have about the redevelopment of shopping centers with new uses near your neighborhood?
6. Would you prefer a shopping center near you be:  
 A. More vehicle friendly (surface parking / quick visits)
 B. More pedestrian friendly (more space to walk around/more seating options)

Quality of Life 
• Supporting high-quality and diverse lifestyles
• Enhancing opportunities to live, work, and play 
• Improving multimodal and connectivity

Community Resiliency
• Adapting to changing environment 
• Supporting environmental sustainability
• Improving the overall health, safety, and welfare of the community

PROJECT OVERVIEW                               
Values and Priorities:

7

3. Regional-serving 
commercial area

2.Neighborhood-
serving commercial 
area

1. SGA 
Commercial Area

Bow Creek Study Area 
Commercial Area Types

PROJECT OVERVIEW

Bow Creek Primary Study Area and Surrounding Commercial/SGA Areas
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Public Meeting

WHAT WE HEARD & LEARNED

What types of places would you like for your neighborhood to be      
connected to?

  A.  Schools
  B.  Parks, playgrounds, recreation centers
  C.  Other neighborhoods
  D.  Shopping, restaurants, retail
  E.  Offices, employment

  ALL OF THE ABOVE

                               
Question 1:

What concerns do you have about the redevelopment of shopping centers 
with new uses near your neighborhood?

  A.  Noise
  B.  Traffic Congestion
  C.  Cultural compatibility (types of uses/users)  
  D.  Increasing property values (higher desirability: higher taxes)
  E.  Decreasing property values (less desirable: lower market value)

  ALL OF THE ABOVE

                               
Question 5:
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This question was posed in the public meeting, as well as each focus group meeting to get a unique 
understanding of the desired scale of development for different groups represented throughout the city. The 
general consensus was that the character of each neighborhood should be reflected in the types of shopping 
center development near them. Most participants agreed that each type of commercial development had it’s 
place throughout the city, however the larger, mixed-use centers should be more concentrated in the SGA 
areas, largely due to their higher demand for parking. 

If the shopping center nearest your neighborhood were to change to look 
like one of the following images, which do you think would best 
compliment your neighborhood?

                               
Question 2:

Typical strip mall Large mixed use development Horizontal mixed use 
development

Small scale, street fronting  
commercial

WHAT WE HEARD & LEARNED

Public Meeting & Focus Groups
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Would you most like to see storm water from commercial properties and 
streets stored:

                               
Question 3:

Out of sight underground A typical commercial BMP
(storage pond)

A natural looking lake A floodable park / Something 
creative

WHAT WE HEARD & LEARNED

Both focus group meetings included discussions about preferences for natural looking lakes or ponds for 
stormwater management. Overall, the majority of participants felt negatively towards the typical commercial 
style BMP and noted concerns or existing issues with these facilities functioning as breeding grounds for 
mosquitoes and often being neglected in certain areas. The residents of the Bow Creek area acknowledged the 
underground network of pipes would not serve much function once typical flooding in the area takes place 
and the pipes are already submerged under water. Both groups encouraged the idea of native approaches 
to storm water management as long as these facilities could be easily maintained and utilized as both 
stormwater collectors and parks. The current plans for the Bow Creek Stormwater Park could possibly help tie 
some of these innovative ideas into the surrounding community.

Public Meeting & Focus Groups
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Public Meeting & Focus Groups

WHAT WE HEARD & LEARNED

If efforts were made to provide more means of multi-modal transportation/
recreation which would you utilize more often?

                               
Question 4:

Improvements and modifications 
to existing roadways

New protected bike paths   
adjacent to roadway

New multi-use paths separate 
from the roadways

Wouldn’t utilize multi-modal 
transportation 

Residents of the primary study area in and around Bow Creek pointed out numerous issues and concerns with 
existing conditions regarding multi-modal transportation and recreation. Although several roadways in the 
area would be large enough to incorporate bike lanes or the addition of dedicated bike paths, most residents 
felt the volume and speed of traffic on these streets would be uncomfortable and unsafe. The residents noted 
previous improvements and pathways separate from the roadway that were both safe and enjoyable. The 
Active Transportation Plan maps were explored and discussion was had over incorporating the new trails and 
pathways included in the Bow Creek Stormwater Park into the flow and connectivity of the neighborhood.  
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WHAT WE HEARD & LEARNED

During the second focus group meeting participants favored the same separated paths for multiple uses. The 
example of the pathway along Cape Henry Drive adjacent to Shore Drive was analyzed and how it could be 
implemented and improved throughout the city. Multi-use paths like these can connect residents to nearby 
commercial corridors by walking, biking and other means with little to no vehicle interaction. It was noted that 
the connections from the trails into the commercial areas need to be improved in certain areas rather than 
directing traffic directly onto side streets and/or parking lots.  

Public Meeting & Focus Groups

Multi-Use Path Intersection - The path allows for safe, non-vechicular transportation, however it terminates into the commercial area with no direct connection.  
(Shore Drive Area - Cape Henry Drive @ Urchin Road)
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WHAT WE HEARD & LEARNED

Would you prefer a shopping center near you to be:

  A.  More vehicle friendly (surface parking, quick visits)

  B.  More pedestrian friendly (more space to walk around/

    more seating options, etc)

                               
Question 6:

Public Meeting & Focus Groups
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How did you hear about the Public Meeting?

How did you attend the Public Meeting?

Public Meeting
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THE CITY OF VIRGINIA BEACH

WHAT HAVE WE HEARD?

May 2022

Summary and comments from the Focus Group #1 meeting March 24,2022

Bow Creek Area Flood Resiliency Toolkit
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FOCUS GROUP #1 MEETING

WHAT WE HEARD & LEARNED

The first focus group meeting held consisted of several property owners and members of the Bow Creek 
Community, members of the surrounding commercial business areas, staff from various departments with 
the City of Virginia Beach, including planning commission members and the WPA project team. After a short 
presentation from the team explaining the project, the group of about 15 total members participated in an 
open discussion focusing on three(3) key aspects of resiliency.

1. Social Resilience
2. Environmental Resilience
3. Economic Resilience

Social Resilience (Neighborhood Connections)

The first category of resilience discussed in this focus group meeting involved a conversation around the types 
of connections to the Bow Creek Neighborhood and the assets attached to it. The residents in attendance 
expressed that the most important and valuable connections to the neighborhood was Mount Trashmore 
Park, Lake Trashmore and Lake Windsor. This unique 165 acre park centers around the 60-foot tall Mount 
Trashmore and includes two large playgrounds, a skate park and multi-use paths throughout that connect 
directly to the Windsor Woods and Windsor Oaks neighborhoods. 

The participants of the focus group favored the separated multi-use paths as options for future connections 
to the neighborhood as opposed to dedicated bike lanes or enhancements to existing streets citing one of 
the major existing concerns in the neighborhood was the volume and speed of traffic. Many felt as though 
the street network in certain areas served for a cut through for commuters and believed the separation of the 
multi-use paths was a key factor in maintaining safety for residents and families utilizing these forms of non-
vehicular transportation.
 
New preferred connections to the neighborhoods include a dog park, the Bow Creek recreation center and the 
new bike, nature and multi-use trails and a connection across I-264 to Town Center.
Participants asked that if additional connections were made, the team include recommendations for safety 
measures including lighting, security, protection from vehicles, etc.

What are some things you love about your neighborhood?
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The following questions were posed to the group:

• What do you NOT like about living in Bow Creek?

• What qualities of Bow Creek would you like to change?

• What aspects of other neighborhoods would you like to see incorporated into 
Bow Creek?

• What do you LOVE about living in Bow Creek?

• What qualities of Bow Creek are most important to you?

• What aspects of Bow Creek are unique from other neighborhoods in the area?

Traffic and other aspects of vehicular connectivity were the most common responses heard during the focus 
group discussion about aspects of the neighborhoods that residents do not like. Many viewed the direct 
routes from major roadways as cut-throughs for drivers to avoid traffic on nearby roads and often speeding 
is an issue because of this. Certain aspects of South Plaza Trail were seen as particularly dangerous including 
the intersections and heavy congestion often seen during multiple times of day. Some participants noted 
inconsistencies or breaks in continuous walking paths along major thoroughfares along the neighborhood 
edge including Holland Road.  Overall, the common theme seemed to revolve around the major streets in the 
neighborhood network having too much traffic to walk or bike comfortably. 
Aside from traffic, flooding and factors associated with it were the other main issues residents wish they 
could be improved. The low grades and profiles of the roadways often cause major flooding during heavy 
downpours and sustained rains. These same characteristics also lend to erosion of residential property and 
cause sidewalk flooding making pedestrian connectivity limited and often dangerous. 
Lastly, a discussion was had involving the commercial areas of Bow Creek and residents expressed concerns 
over the low quality of adjacent retail, particularly along Holland Road. Shopping centers like the one at 
Chimney Hill among others were noted as not providing valuable services to residents and are seen as an 
opportunity to improve the overall area.

Residents provided insight as to the many characteristics of their neighborhoods in the Bow Creek Area 
that make them unique. Some of these included the proximity and direct access to Mount Trashmore and 
adjacency to Interstate 264. The location being central to Naval Air Station (NAS) Oceana and the Virginia 
Beach Oceanfront illustrated the importance of the military presence and impact on the community.  More 
specific physical features that were mentioned included the large number of mature trees and the beautiful 
canopy it creates that often aides in cooling during the summer months. The layout and street networks within 
the study area aids in the perception of larger lot sizes not typically found in newly constructed neighborhoods 
throughout the city. These points were also included in the discussion as a key factor in making these Bow 
Creek communities more desirable and unique.
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WHAT WE HEARD & LEARNED
Environmental Resilience & Economic Resilience

An important aspect of the project effort includes involvement from the residents and the remainder of this 
focus group meeting included discussions of water management, landscape improvements and education, 
and efforts that can be made in order to improve the overall well being of the residents. Throughout this 
discussion participants expressed concerns they felt needed to be identified as part of the environmental 
resilience effort.
Some of these important topics discussed were the need for including native and non-invasive species of 
plants designs where possible and mosquito management and deterrent in areas of standing or stored 
stormwater, particularly when in close proximity to residential areas. The same visual question regarding 
methods of storing stormwater was discussed and members preferred the natural looking lakes that blend 
in with the surrounding environment and were open to natural floodable parks in different sizes where 
applicable in order to maximize potential of these spaces.
Elements and steps that can be taken by residents in order to help minimize lot-level contributions to flooding 
such as rain barrels and rain gardens were discussed and there was interest shown in more improvement 
options including pervious pavers for driveways and landscaping.  These efforts and details will be explored 
further in the toolkit and made available to the residents.
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THE CITY OF VIRGINIA BEACH

WHAT WE HEARD
Summary and comments from the Focus Group #2 meeting March 31,2022

Suburban / SGA Business Area Pattern Book

April 2022
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FOCUS GROUP #2 MEETING
The second focus group meeting held consisted of civic league members from various communities in 
the focus areas, several commercial business owners in or around the SGA areas, planning commission 
members, staff from various departments with the City of Virginia Beach and members of the WPA project 
team. This focus group was anticipated to have approximately 20 individuals, however their was particularly 
inclement weather which may have deterred a number of participants from attending the meeting. After a 
short presentation from the team explaining the project, the group of about 10 total members participated in 
an open discussion focusing on commercial development in the commercial and SGA areas indicated in the 
study. 

The participants in the second focus group provided a unique perspective to what they valued in commercial 
areas near their homes. As business owners and civic league representatives they presented varying views and 
values as to what attributes constitute successfully functioning neighborhoods and commercial areas.  One 
of the aspects broadly viewed as important was convenience, both in connectivity and function which was 
discussed as having a different connotation among different areas of the city.  Participants from different areas 
felt that similar but unique characteristics of commercial areas allowed them to function better based on the 
location and/or surrounding neighborhoods.  For example, the Thalia neighborhood tends to function quite 
well with commercial areas not being directly connected by means other than vehicular streets since their is 
such a wide variety of amenities within a quick car trip and the neighborhood was and has been established 
as being auto-oriented for quite some time.  On the other hand, commercial developments in other areas 
function well with pedestrian connections and participants noted the desire to walk or bike to smaller, local or 
more convenient businesses rather than having to drive to larger stores.  

It was previously mentioned that while these areas of commercial development have many functional 
similarities, throughout the focus group meeting it became clear that residents have strong feelings about 
maintaining aesthetic compatibility with the original or existing neighborhood character. Scaling new 
development so that it does not provide elevated views into existing residential windows or yards would 
maintain resident privacy and be more compatible with the neighborhood. The Thalia area expressed a desire 
for new development to consist of small-scale residential buildings over retail.  Residents in this area and 
similar areas indicated they want the commercial areas nearby to remain smaller in scale (particularly lower in 
height)as to retain the character of the neighborhood and environment. 
Attendees from areas such as the Shore Drive corridor voiced a need to maintain and expand pedestrian and 
bike connections between businesses and increase the safety of pedestrian and automobile interactions, 
particularly at ingress and egress points of parking areas. The majority of participants stressed the desire 
to separate non-automobile facilities from busy roads even though the design of the connections to and 
from these areas will vary. Nearby restaurants and local businesses were identified by all participants 
as neighborhood amenities. The overall theme of the conversation related to the importance of each 
neighborhood maintaining a sense of place regardless of the commercial areas nearby.

The following questions were posed to the group:
• What do you LOVE about the commercial areas near your 

home?

• What do you want to make sure STAYS in the commercial areas near your 
home?
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WHAT WE HEARD & LEARNED

The focus group provided the following initial suggestions for specific areas that could possibly see typical 
types of developments illustrated above:

 Thalia / Rosemont Neighborhood - A/D

 Town Center / Cleveland Street development - B/C

 Kempsville / Centerville (Less modern and more like existing surrounding residential especially due to  
 direct connectivity/ adjacency - C

 Witchduck / Independence - C

As previously mentioned, the question of development scale and form was posed in all of the public input 
meetings in order to gather specific preferences of those individuals. Some attendees of this second focus 
group indicated that newer construction tended to include trends in facade treatment and style that didn’t 
necessarily fit the neighborhoods that were nearby or directly connected to them and they would prefer a 
less trendy approach to design. Emphasis was given to height and form of buildings and the need for new 
development to blend with existing adjacent uses. Parking was also a primary concern in dealing with any 
form of new development and the importance of site design being able to accommodate these numbers 
without having a negative effect on the existing surrounding areas.  

A B C D
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• Do the commercial areas near your neighborhood provide the goods, 
services or amenities that you want/need or do you typically have to travel fur-
ther for them?

• Are certain goods, services or amenities missing from your local 
commercial area that you would like to have there?

These questions were originally intended to determine whether there were any deficiencies in goods or 
services provided by adjacent commercial areas, however the conversations stemming from these led 
to a better understanding of how residents typically utilize these areas and others throughout the city. 
Conversations were consistent among participants often planning visits to commercial areas along their 
commuting routes or the businesses near the ends of these commutes.  Local stores, specifically hardware 
stores,  were mentioned as important to most group members for single trips and although they may be 
slightly more expensive than big box stores they were willing to pay for added convenience and access.
There were no specific services mentioned that were lacking from local commercial areas but the 
conversations and focused on the types of amenities and designs that were more appealing and sought after.  
Several participants mentioned a desire for more businesses with outdoor activities and the inclusion of 
rooftop terraces and patios.  While discussing redevelopment opportunities of some areas, there seemed to 
be a consensus in the ability for business to have hospitable separation from traffic in order to both increase 
safety and aesthetics.
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Generally speaking, the regional location of certain neighborhoods throughout the City of Virginia Beach 
seems to dictate the use of transportation modes.  Overall, areas in the southeastern portions of the city are 
more rural and have the need to commute/operate with the use of cars while areas more central or to the 
north have denser development that could rely less on automobile use for commercial visits. There were 
however certain exceptions discussed by this focus group. The suburban neighborhoods in the Thalia area 
are an example of how, despite being close to many commercial amenities including retail, restaurants 
and municipal services, residents still prefer to rely on automobile transportation and found little value in 
additional means of direct connection to these areas.  The established nature of these neighborhoods may not 
warrant certain additional means of multi-modal transportation depending on the residents. The Shore Drive 
area relies less on transportation by car as their are currently some indirect and direct connections (separate 
multi-use path along Cape Henry Drive). The need for parking improvements and safe connections to these 
commercial areas were discussed as possible improvements to help residents make use of these forms of 
transportation.

It was previously mentioned that residents in certain areas would prefer more connections through alternative 
means of transportation. This group noted that the frequency of these would be dictated by the distance to 
and amenities provided in these areas.  Biking and walking on wide multi-use paths and the possible inclusion 
of golf cart communities were some of the top responses to this topic. A detail that was discussed at length 
was the importance of service corridors to these commercial areas and how they could have a positive or 
negative impact on the connectivity and aesthetics of the neighborhoods and paths.  These should be taken 
into consideration with site planning aspects of redevelopment and how these features could improve the 
overall look and feel of the area.

• How much do you personally value being connected to commercial areas by 
transportation options other than your car?

• Would you visit your local commercial area more often if you could walk there? 
What about bicycling? What other modes? 

FOCUS GROUP #2 MEETING



Phase 2 Survey Questions – Last Updated 6/14/2022 

In 2019, the City initiated a survey to gather citizen input for the update of the Comprehensive Plan. This 

survey is meant to build off the 2019 survey to understand the current preferences of Virginia Beach 

residents and to analyze whether those preferences have shifted since 2019. 

 

1. What would encourage you to choose to drive less? Choose all options that apply to you. 

• Increased frequency of mass transit 

• Walkable and connected neighborhoods  

• Living closer to retail, restaurants, and other entertainment 

• More bike lanes/trails 

• Affordable ride-share options 

• Self-driving vehicles  

• I will choose to drive regardless 

• Other – allow respondent to provide answer 

 

2. How far is too far to travel (“door to door”) for everyday activities like grocery shopping, 

doctor visits, retail shopping, or outdoor recreation?  

• 5-15 minutes 

• 15-30 minutes 

• 30 or more minutes 

 

3. How often do you have to travel outside your area/neighborhood of Virginia Beach to work or 

play? 

• Every day 

• 1-2 times per week 

• 3-4 times per week 

• 5-7 times per week 

• More than 7 times per week 

 

4. What amenities would encourage you to visit a different part of Virginia Beach than where 

you currently live? Choose your top 3 options. 

• Festivals and Arts/Cultural Events 

• Restaurants 

• Entertainment 

• Nightlife 

• Shopping 

• Parks/Public Space/Green Space/Outdoor activities 

• Agritourism (hunt clubs, demonstration farms, u-pick operations, farmers’ markets) 

• Other – allow respondent to provide answer 

 

 

 



5. Please rank the housing styles that are most appealing to you  

(drawings courtesy of Work Program Architects, 2022) 

 

6. Which action would you most support to increase resilience and protect sensitive land from 

flooding? Please rank your choices from 1-5 (1 is your favorite, 5 is your least favorite) 

1. Provide additional funds for the city’s Open Space Preservation Program 

2. Continue to direct higher density growth to the 8 Strategic Growth Areas in the City 

of Virginia Beach, reducing development pressure in environmentally sensitive areas 

3. Tweak zoning regulations to provide protections for private property in flood prone 

areas 

4. Provide more engineered/technical solutions to flooding (pump stations, tide gates, 

sea walls, etc.) 

5. Provide more nature-based solutions to flooding (stormwater parks, green roofs, 

rain gardens, constructed wetlands, oyster reefs, increased tree canopy, etc.) 

 

 

7. Before March 2020, how many hours per week did you spend working remotely? 

• I did not work remotely prior to March 2020 

• 8 hours per week 

• 16 hours per week 

• 24 hours per week 

• 32 hours per week 

• 40 hours or more per week 



 

8.  If you work remotely now, how many hours per week? 

• I do not work remotely now 

• 8 hours per week  

• 16 hours per week 

• 24 hours per week 

• 32 hours per week 

• 40 hours or more per week 

 

9. What is your race/ethnicity? 

• Asian 

• Black or African American 

• Hispanic, Latino or Spanish 

• Native American 

• Native Hawaiian or other Pacific Islander 

• Multiracial  

• White 

• Prefer not to answer 

 

10. What is your age? 

• Under 18 years old 

• 18-25 years old 

• 26-35 years old 

• 36-45 years old 

• 46-55 years old 

• 56-65 years old 

• 66 years old and Older 

• Prefer not to answer 

 

11. In which Zip Code do you live? 

• 23451 

• 23452 

• 23453 

• 23454 

• 23455 

• 23456 

• 23457 

• 23459 

• 23460 

• 23461 

• 23462 

• 23463 

• 23464 



• I do not live in Virginia Beach 

• Prefer not to answer 

 

 

 


